
DYAL SINGH COLLEGE, KARNAL -132001 

NOTICE 

Multi-Disciplinary Course (MDC) 2023-24 [UG Semester - 1] 

Dear students, admissions in various UG Programs, in the current session 2023-24, are being done 

under NEP-2020 by DGHE, Haryana. For holistic, flexible, equitable and multidisciplinary 

development of learner’s various courses have been added in the curriculum under NEP - 2020. Along 

with Major and Minor courses, each student has to study a Value-Added Course (VAC), a Skill 

Enhancement Course (SEC), an Ability Enhancement Course (AEC) and a Multi-Disciplinary Course 

(MDC). 

For Multi-Disciplinary Course (MDC) of three credits, each admitted student of UG First 

Semester has to fill up the Google Form (Link and QR Code for filling the Google Form is given 

below) at the earliest before 30.07.2023 to give their options preference-wise out of various 

choices available in the college as per guidelines of NEP-2020. 

IMPORTANT NOTE 

Students have to take utmost care about following terms and conditions of MDC while filling this 

Google Form. 

1. Students cannot opt a subject as MDC which he/she has studied in XI and XII class. 

2. A student can opt a subject as MDC only from a discipline program different from that in 

which he/she has taken admission. [e.g., a student of BA cannot opt a subject from Arts 

discipline, a student of BSc cannot opt a subject from science discipline, similarly, a student 

of BCom cannot opt a subject from commerce discipline] 

3. Maximum strength of a particular subject as MDC will be 80 while no subject will be allotted 

as MDC in which strength remains less than 40. 

4. MDC allocation will be on First Come-First Serve/Merit basis. 

5. A student can fill his/her choices only once. Any duplicate attempt will be rejected. 

Link to fill Google Form for MDC choice filling: 

https://forms.gle/6XAdwVJ4kY963GJC6 

or 

QR Code to fill Google Form for MDC choice filling: 

 

Principal 

https://forms.gle/6XAdwVJ4kY963GJC6

